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*****.Seasons Without Reason Humorous Short Stories Snarky
Snippets From dark humor to zany, from highbrow to
slapstick, author/comedian Dean Burkeycreates comical
escapadeswith two dozen plus short stories/essaysstarting with
the title piece about a wacky world indeedand ending with two
scientists striving to discoverthe secret to comedy. Between
these entertaining tales, fast-food s melodramatic, thugs peg
the voice of a cartoon mouseas an informant, zombies eat
bacon, Einstein offers fitness advice, a tight-rope walker in
distresslearns an insightinto himself at the worst possible time,
John Napier discovers the decimal point, and much more.
Take a stress break, a mini-vacation;and let yourself embrace
the bizarre, the comical, the wacky worlds of Seasons Without
Reason Table of Contents Seasons Without Reason (A Wacky
World Indeed) Fast Food Follies (A Heated World of Grub Gone
Wild) The Mouse that Squeaked (Is a Certain Cartoon Mouse
Really a Rat?) Breakfast of the Living Dead (That s One Tasty
Apocalypse) Exercise = MC2 (Albert Einstein, Fitness Guru)
Turning Point (Updated version of the story that originally
appeared in Juggler s World...
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R eviews
Very good e book and beneficial one. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Your life period is going to be
enhance when you full reading this ebook.
-- Ar lene K emmer
Thorough guide for pdf fanatics. We have read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read once more once
more later on. You wont sense monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for
concerning in the event you request me).
-- Da von Seng er
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